
Something you know

Something you have

Something you are

Using a security key as a 2nd requirement to
access an application is like having a
deadlock on your front door and you have the
only key.

Authentication using only a username and
password is single-factor authentication. By
adding an additional, physical layer of MFA
with security keys, SMBs can significantly
reduce cyber risks. 

MFA raises the bar for security by requiring a
user to offer 2 out of 3 factors to verify their
identity:

  (e.g. username and password)

   (e.g. A security key or token)

   e.g. biometric – fingerprint, facial
recognition                                   

Phishing-resistant MFA is the modern and
effective approach to keeping your hard
work, brand image, and business protected.

Bolsters security in your company
Phishing proof authentication
Optional backup key
Works with NFC devices
Waterproof and crush resistant
No batteries required
No client software needed
No time syncronisation issues
Minimises password recall
Easily fits to a regular key ring

Benefits-at-a-glance

Choice of form factors

Modern MFA addresses modern threats.

Account Guard
Advanced Plus MFA

Credentials are targets Humans make mistakes Strong MFA is vital
36% of data breaches
involve phishing. Once
credentials are harvested
they often go up for sale
on the Dark Web.
Unwanted account access
is now a risk.

90% of data breaches
involve human error. Cyber
criminals also continuously
try to breach popular
services to gain access to
their credential vault.

It is vital to protect your business
users against unauthorised
access.  Using a hardware based
authenticator is a safe way to
prevent an account takeover as
the physical key is needed to
login.



 

Solution Summary
A Security Key provides a simple but very
effective method to stop account
takeovers. 

In order to gain access to an application,
the security key must be available as part
of the authorisation process. 

Since the secret key is stored in the key,
this makes it extremely difficult for
hackers to gain access to your account.

The key can come in many form factors,
including NFC (for non insertion tap and
approve), USB-A, USB-C and a
combination USB-C / Lightning interface.

 Supported Services

Strong account security
Faster account login (up to 4x faster)
Reduction in support calls
Secures O365 & GSuite
Secures Social Media platform
access
Passwordless login for Windows
Integrates with Password Managers
No cellular connectivity needed
Always on security

Key features

Have a question? Let's chat...
Whether you're interested to learn more
about key features, pricing or anything
else, we're here to help.

Reach out to us today


